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Working in One Repository

- Linear revision history
- Everything is cross-referenced
- Components for library releases
- Repository of artifacts vs build from source:
  - Predictable, repeatable builds from source
  - Optimizations to avoid compiling same artifacts
  - Decouple each team's processes as much as possible
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Test Scenario:

Project with dependencies

  Find dependencies

  Build project with the dependencies

    Download build artifacts

    Run the test

  Get the results of the test
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What does BuildRabbit do?
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- Experimental project -> key piece of Google's developer infrastructure
- Push model
- Pull model: build service
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Throw-away code is needed to prove identical functionality implementing re-architected build system with zero downtime.
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>>> Compatibility window is several months

implementing re-architected build system with zero downtime
Target launch-friendly clients before transitioning everyone implementing re-architected build system with zero downtime
Decouple launch of services implementing re-architected build system with zero downtime
Maximum **visibility** into system state
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Practice before launch, a lot
Have a solid rollback plan
implementing re-architected build system with zero downtime
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